Knowledge and the evolving megalopolis: the knowledge polycentricity of the Yangtze River Delta Region, China

Abstract: Inspired by the two defining but often overlooked features of megalopolises as ‘hinges’ and ‘incubators’, this paper presents a multi-scalar and dynamic analysis of the knowledge polycentricity of China’s Yangtze River Delta Region. Using data on publications and co-publications from 2000 to 2014, the results show that the structures of knowledge production and knowledge collaboration within and beyond the region have, to differing degrees, become more polycentric. Whereas the region has acted as an ‘incubator’ of knowledge at the megalopolitan scale, its ‘hinge’ role in knowledge collaboration has been mainly played at the national scale.
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INTRODUCTION

Research interest in the concepts of ‘polycentricism’ and ‘polycentricity’ has grown recently (DAVOUDI, 2003; MEIJERS, 2008; BURGER and MEIJERS, 2012; BURGER et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the increasing popularity of polycentricity has seemingly made the concept one of the most ambiguous and stretched concepts in analytical and planning circles. The ambiguity stems from the fact that polycentricity could have different meanings at different geographical scales, from different
analytical perspectives and at different development stages. Recent studies have resulted in some progress in conceptual clarification of the polycentricity concept. For instance, DAVOUDI (2003) observes the scale-dependent nature of polycentricity which exists at the intra-urban, inter-urban and inter-regional scales. BURGER and MEIJERS (2012) distinguish between morphological and functional polycentricity and discuss the way that both can be measured and compared.

Despite these contributions made to overcoming some of the analytical and empirical ambiguities of polycentricity, there still remains room for the concept to be further explored. First, the fact that polycentricity can be viewed as a spatial process indicates the extent to which an urban region is polycentric can change over time. Like cities, urban regions are not born polycentric, but evolve to become more so. Here it may be important to distinguish the different modes – centrifugal, incorporation and fusion - by which polycentric urban regions emerge (CHAMPION, 2001) with accompanying questions of whether it is meaningful to speak of polycentric urban regions (PARR, 2004). Without a comparison-in-time perspective, one is left with a partial understanding of the way in which any given polycentric urban region (PUR) has evolved. Nevertheless, most empirical studies have predominantly measured polycentricity at one point in time (van OORT et al., 2010; BURGER and MEIJERS, 2012; HANSSENS et al., 2014; LIU et al., 2016). Notable exceptions are the studies of De GOEI et al. (2010) and VASANEN (2012) that have scrutinized the changing configurations of PURs.

Second, a recent scientometric analysis of polycentricity in urban studies by van
MEETEREN et al. (2016a) finds that the literatures on intra-urban, inter-urban and inter-regional polycentricity are loosely connected and far apart. For PURs, however, analyzing functional polycentricity merely at the megalopolitan scale may not lead to a full understanding of this new urban form emerging with continued urbanization and globalization. According to SWYNGEDOUW (2004), the intertwined processes of globalization and localization have transformed into what he dubs the ‘glocolization’ process whereby economic activities are becoming simultaneously localized and transnational. It can be argued that both internal intercity linkages within a particular megalopolis and external intercity linkages beyond that same megalopolis are equally important to understanding its development. Indeed, this argument can find its origin in the ‘hinge’ or ‘hub’ role that GOTTMANN (1976) ascribed to megalopolises.

Third, despite multiple types of intercity linkages being explored in analysis of functional polycentricity, comparatively few studies have attempted to examine the role played by intercity knowledge collaboration in driving the formation of urban networks within and beyond megalopolises. In economic geography, however, some studies have analyzed intercity or interregional knowledge collaboration at the national (MA et al., 2014; ANDERSSON et al., 2014) and international scales (HOEKMAN et al., 2009; MATTHIESSEN et al., 2010). In fact, the knowledge (or ‘incubator’) function of megalopolises was also highlighted by GOTTMANN (1976), together with the aforementioned ‘hub’ or ‘hinge’ role, as two defining features of megalopolises. However, the two crucial roles played by megalopolises are often neglected in the vast literature on PURs.
Fourth, although recent years have seen an increasing number of studies on the polycentric development of China’s megalopolises, most studies have relied upon data on intercity firm linkages (ZHAO et al., 2015; ZHANG and KLOOSTERMAN, 2016) and intercity transportation linkages (LUO et al., 2011; LIU et al., 2016), while paying little attention to examining the polycentric development of megalopolises’ knowledge system. Exploring the knowledge subsystem of megalopolises and the extent to which its structure maps onto those of other subsystems (e.g., those based on commuting, firm linkages and transportation connections) can contribute to a better understanding of megalopolises in a globalizing knowledge economy.

In light of the above-mentioned research gap, a recent study of LI and PHELPS (2016) analyzes functional polycentricity of China’s Yangtze River Delta Region at different geographical scales in 2014 from the perspective of intercity knowledge collaboration. However, their study does not touch upon the polycentric structure of the knowledge production system of the megalopolis and how functional polycentricity within and beyond the megalopolis has evolved over time. Building upon the analysis of LI and PHELPS (2016), the current paper examines the polycentricity concept in the Chinese context. In particular, it focuses on the two overlooked functions (incubator and hub) of megalopolises from a dynamic perspective. Taking the case of China’s Yangtze River Delta Region, this paper analyzes the polycentric structure of the region’s knowledge production (‘incubator’) as well as knowledge collaboration within and beyond the region (‘hub’), exploring the way in which polycentricity evolves over time.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, it reviews briefly the evolution of the megalopolis concept with a particular focus on its two important but often neglected functions, after which the research region, data collection and methodology are introduced. The empirical results of a multi-scalar and dynamic analysis of knowledge polycentricity are then presented. The paper concludes with a discussion of major findings and some suggestions for future research agendas.

KNOWLEDGE POLYCENTRICITY: RECASTING MEGALOPOLIS IN A GLOBALIZING KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY

The evolving concept of megalopolis

The foundations upon which studies on large-scale urbanization processes have been conducted are usually attributed to the work of GEDDES (1915), MUMFORD (1938) and GOTTMANN (1957) on the term of megalopolis (see BAIGENT (2004) for a detailed comparison of their studies). However, it is worth noting that it was GOTTMANN (1957, 1964) who first positively promoted megalopolis as a new urban form. Before Gottmann, the term megalopolis was originally proposed to reflect the development stage of urban expansion/sprawl by GEDDES (1915) and MUMFORD (1938), usually with negative overtones from a morphological view. While continuing to emphasize morphology in the conception of megalopolis, GOTTMANN (1964, 1976) also touched upon the functional aspects of megalopolises in his later studies by describing a megalopolis as a hinge or hub connecting cities within and beyond
megalopolitan areas and an incubator of new trends, knowledge and innovation.

Although scholarly and policy interest in megalopolis had faded by the early 1980s, recent years have seen a resurgent interest in this concept, usually under the headings of urban regions, mega-city regions and megaregions. However, Gottmann’s legacy is primarily read as a major contribution to the debates on evolving urban forms (VICINO et al., 2007; LANG and KNOX, 2009), whereas his emphasis on the functional aspects of megalopolises is often overlooked in the present day focus on large-scale urbanization processes. As HARRISON and HOYLER (2015: 7) write, ‘while Gottmann’s work has traditionally been read for its contribution to informing debates around mapping and planning the evolving urban form, its structure and its anatomy, dig beneath the surface and you will find a putative relational economic geography with incipient ideas about the functioning of the urban system which he went on to develop and expand upon in subsequent works’. The following section discusses how the two functions (hinge and incubator) of megalopolises are usually ignored and why they remain important in today’s analysis of megalopolitan areas.

The overlooked functions of contemporary megalopolitan regions

Since the 2000s the focus of megalopolises in the European context has been associated with the concepts of urban networks and polycentricity. Partly inspired by the work on world city networks (TAYLOR et al., 2002), there has been an increasing interest among European scholars to adopt a functionally-dominant approach to large-scale urbanization processes (HALL and PAIN, 2006; TAYLOR et al., 2008;
BURGER and MEIJERS, 2012; BURGER et al., 2014). One of the focal points of this interest is the analysis of PURs from the perspective of urban networks. However, even in these studies, Gottmann’s identification of the two important functions of megalopolises is still only partially acknowledged, let alone explored. This is not surprising because the explanatory frameworks of PURs found in recent studies are generally developed in the context of interurban networks rather than megalopolises themselves. In other words, the departure point of most studies on polycentricity and urban networks has been intercity linkages and economic linkages in particular rather than the roles that megalopolises are playing in a globalizing knowledge economy.

To be specific, on the one hand, most empirical studies on PURs have focused merely on intercity linkages within megalopolises without consideration of their connection to the global economy which is most closely associated with the hub function of megalopolises (e.g., De GOEI et al., 2010; VASANEN, 2012; BURGER and MEIJERS, 2012; BURGER et al., 2014). Note, however, that measuring polycentricity merely at the megalopolitan scale may not capture important aspects of the emergence of mega-city regions as new urban forms in contemporary processes of globalization. Some notable exceptions are the studies of HALL and PAIN (2006), TAYLOR et al. (2008) and HANSSENS et al. (2014). However, these studies pay little attention to analyzing the articulation of mega-city regions with national and global urban systems.

Although not mentioning the hub role of megalopolises explicitly, some studies have highlighted the significance of megalopolises’ relationship with the global
economy from several different perspectives. The first perspective is on the globalization/city relationship. Drawing upon a concept that itself dates back earlier (e.g. BIRD, 1983), SHORT (2000), NIJMAN (2011) and PAIN (2011) develop the idea of cities - especially primary cities - of megalopolises as gateways connecting other cities with the rest of the world, though BIRD’S (1983) observation of the slow recognition for such gateways despite their irresistible rise remains true. The second perspective is on economic development of urban regions. FLORIDA et al. (2008: 460) argue that ‘urban mega-regions are coming to relate to the global economy in much the same way that metropolitan regions relate to national economies’. The third perspective is on agglomeration economies of urban regions. PHELPS and OZAWA (2003: 598) write that while the expanding geographical scale at which agglomeration operates ‘has much to do with changes in the internal economies and the mobility of individual people and businesses, it also has to do with changes in the geographical extent of external economies open to collectivities of people and businesses’.

On the other hand, despite studies on flows of people (HALL and PAIN, 2006; De GOEI et al., 2010; BURGER and MEIJERS, 2012), firm linkages (TAYLOR et al., 2008; HANSSENS et al., 2014; BURGER et al., 2014), information exchanges (HALL and PAIN, 2006) and transportation connections (LUO et al., 2011; LIU et al., 2016), relatively little is known about the polycentric structure of a megalopolis’ knowledge system which is closely related to Gottmann’s description of their incubator function. A closer inspection of these common types of intercity linkages also helps explain why the hub function of megalopolises is often neglected since
most types of intercity linkages can only exist at the megalopolitan scale. In fact, the above-mentioned notable exceptions that have analyzed the multi-scalar nature of functional polycentricity have predominantly relied upon evidence relating to intra- and inter-firm linkages between cities which exist at different geographical scales (e.g. HALL and PAIN, 2006; TAYLOR et al., 2008; HANSSENS et al., 2014). Even where only the type of intercity linkage is concerned, it has also been argued that ‘a region may appear polycentric and spatially integrated with respect to one type of functional linkage but monocentric and loosely connected with respect to another type of functional linkage’ (BURGER et al., 2014: 818). Given this multiplexity of intercity linkages, there is also a need to account for knowledge collaboration as a type of intercity linkage in the functionally-dominated approach to megalopolises. The next section justifies the use of knowledge collaboration in analysis of polycentric megalopolises in a globalizing knowledge economy.

*Intercity knowledge collaboration within and beyond megalopolitan regions*

Recent studies on the geography of knowledge have increasingly challenged a traditional view that knowledge collaboration is spatially bounded and pointed to the trans-scalar nature of knowledge collaboration. These studies differ from each other in terms of the geographical scale at which knowledge collaboration is considered (e.g., national, continental and global) and the spatial unit of analysis upon which knowledge collaboration is constructed (e.g., clusters, cities, regions and nations). Most studies have focused on one type of scale-unit combination which includes
inter-cluster linkages at the global scale (BATHELT and LI, 2013), intercity knowledge collaboration at the national (MA et al., 2014; ANDERSSON et al., 2014) and the global scales (MATTHIESSEN et al., 2010), interregional (or inter-provincial) knowledge collaboration at the national (SCHERNGELL and HU, 2011) and the continental scales (HOEKMAN et al., 2009). Note, however, that few studies have touched upon the analysis of intercity knowledge collaboration at the megalopolitan scale, let alone the comparison of intercity knowledge collaboration at different geographical scales.

In fact, no matter which type of scale-unit combination is concerned, cities or regions per se cannot automatically become connected with each other. In terms of intercity knowledge collaboration, it is economic entities (e.g., people, firms, universities and research institutes) within cities that collaborate and cities here act as nodes hosting these entities (albeit that urban institutions may support the development of such connections). By aggregating individual knowledge collaboration to the city level, one can then construct urban networks of knowledge collaboration. In this sense, intercity knowledge networks resemble to a large extent those based upon other types of intercity linkages. The major difference, as discussed above, however is that intercity knowledge collaboration exists at different geographical scales while most other types of intercity linkages (e.g., commuting flows) are confined to the megalopolitan scale. Recall that this trans-scalar nature of knowledge collaboration can be used to analyze the hub function of megalopolitan regions. Besides, examining the evolution of urban networks entails time series data
on intercity linkages, a requirement which cannot be met in connection with most types of linkages. However, longitudinal data on knowledge collaboration have been increasingly available and easy to access.

THE RESEARCH REGION, DATA AND METHODS

The Yangtze River Delta Region (YRDR)

The YRDR was forecast by GOTTMANN (1976) forty years ago as one of the six largest megalopolises emerging around the world. Since China’s opening up in the 1980s, the region has grown into a highly urbanized area and one of the largest economic, financial and transportation hubs in China. Since 2010 when the Chinese government began to highlight the innovation-driven strategy for the country’s development, the YRDR has accelerated its transition of development mode from manufacturing towards innovation. It is in this context that the current study on the knowledge polycentricity of this region is conducted.

The YRDR is officially composed of three provinces (municipalities) with a total number of twenty-five cities. They include one province-level city (Shanghai) under the direct management of the central government, two provincial capitals (Nanjing of Jiangsu province and Hangzhou of Zhejiang province) and twenty-two prefecture-level cities (see Figure 1).
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Knowledge production is a process whereby tacit and codified knowledge are interacted and converted (NONAKA et al., 2000), which has always made the measurement of knowledge one of the challenges confronting studies on the geography of knowledge. Generally, survey-based data and secondary data based on co-publications and co-patents are two common types of data in empirical studies on knowledge collaboration. Whereas the former has typically been used to analyze the detailed geography of knowledge concerning individual or several cities (SIMMIE, 2003), the latter has been widely used in studies on knowledge networks between cities and regions (e.g., HOEKMAN et al., 2009; ANDERSSON et al., 2014).

As our focus is on the geography of knowledge interaction at macro-geographical scales, secondary data on co-publications and co-patents are more suitable and feasible\(^1\). Further, we rely solely upon data on co-publications in this study for the following reasons. First, whereas co-patents are usually believed to be market driven, co-publications have been found to be spatially and politically biased by ANDERSSON et al. (2014) in their studies on China’s intercity knowledge networks. In this sense, analyzing urban networks based on co-publications is more likely to present a true picture of the current Chinese urban system. Second, partly due to its market driven nature, we found that the number of intercity co-patents has fluctuated significantly during the last two decades, which has made it difficult to observe the structural evolution of the YRDR’s knowledge system. Third, the inclusion of co-patents in our analysis based on co-publications would play a trivial role in
network structures as the number of co-patents is substantially smaller than that of co-publications.

According to REN and ROUSSEAU (2002), the selection of databases on publications should be dependent on the particular research focus. In line with other studies on Chinese intercity knowledge networks (e.g., MA et al., 2014; ANDERSSON et al., 2014), we use Web of Science Core Collection (WoS) rather than Chinese domestic databases for the following reasons. First, analyzing knowledge collaboration at the global scale, which is a major focus in our analysis, requires the use of publications written through international collaboration which are mainly published in English and included in international databases such as WoS. Second, one could argue that WoS is biased towards publications written through international collaboration as those written through collaboration at the regional and national scales are mainly included in Chinese domestic databases. However, we do not intend to compare the absolute number of co-publications at different geographical scales. The degree of polycentricity is essentially a relative index reflecting the distribution disparity of cities’ total publications and co-publications at each geographical scale. Third, as China has been committed to increasing international visibility of its research outputs (REN and ROUSSEAU, 2002), the number of publications written by Chinese authors in WoS has risen markedly. In fact, we retrieved more than 610,000 publications from WoS which were written by at least one author living in a city of the YRDR during the 2000-2014 period. We believe such a large number of observations could provide us with a reasonable if not full
picture of intercity knowledge collaboration within and beyond the region. Fourth, the combination of Chinese domestic databases and WoS, which seems a trade-off to include more papers published in Chinese, has a major problem in the uniformity of data quality. It is commonly believed that getting published in WoS is on average more difficult for Chinese authors than in their domestic databases and thus could require more genuine knowledge collaboration between co-authors.

Despite the aforementioned reasons, we also recognize the limitations of using WoS in this study. According to HASSINK (2007), using only one language to describe and explain the diversity of worldwide phenomena has serious limitations. In this sense, the use of WoS would inevitably lose some information on knowledge interaction between Chinese authors.

Given the substantial number of cities that are located outside the YRDR, not all these cities are considered. As for cities at the national scale, there is a criterion that each city should have over 500 publications in 2014. Although it is an arbitrary threshold value, 39 cities including almost all provincial capital cities, municipalities and other major cities are included in the analysis. The reliability of cities in this list is also supported by the fact that almost all these cities appear in other studies such as MA et al. (2014). Cities at the global scale are selected mainly based on the world city list of TAYLOR et al. (2002). The catalogue is supplemented with the top 30 world knowledge centers of MATTHIESSEN et al. (2010), which yields a total number of 133 world cities.

Knowledge collaboration is defined as a pair of unique cities occurring in each
publication. The occurrence of cities that are both located within the YRDR is regarded as knowledge collaboration at the megalopolitan scale. Similarly, if one city is from the YRDR and the other is located outside the region but within China, then the occurrence of cities is defined as knowledge collaboration at the national scale. The same rule applies to knowledge collaboration at the global scale. The frequencies of the occurrence are then counted to measure collaboration strength. The external connectivity of each city is the sum of their co-publications with all other cities at each geographical scale. Given space constraints, Figure 2 shows selected intercity knowledge links at different geographical scales in 2000 and 2014.
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*Measuring knowledge polycentricity*

Knowledge polycentricity in this study is defined as the polycentric structure of a region’s knowledge production and the knowledge collaboration within and beyond that region. Following BURGER and MEIJERS’ (2012) approach to morphological and functional polycentricity, knowledge polycentricity can be further classified into attribute polycentricity and functional polycentricity. Whereas the former refers to the distribution inequality of cities’ total publications, the latter represents the distribution inequality of cities’ external connectivity at different geographical scales. Here attribute polycentricity acts as an indicator for the position of a city in the megalopolitan knowledge production system while functional polycentricity reflects the position of a city in knowledge collaboration systems within and beyond the
megalopolis.

The regression method based on rank-size distribution of cities’ connectivity has been widely adopted in measurement of polycentricity (e.g., BURGER and MEIJERS, 2012; BURGER et al., 2014). Although the method is easy to implement, values of goodness-of-fit of regression lines are usually not high which could result in the loss of some data information. Besides, the negative sign of the slope is poorly suited to comparison since people generally expect a positive sign of the degree of polycentricity.

This study draws upon the concept of Gini coefficient, the most commonly used indicator of income inequality which ranges from 0 (perfect equality) to 1 (perfect inequality). In addition to a positive sign, the Lorenz curve which is the best-fitting regression line of the Gini coefficient usually has a high R-square value. The degree of polycentricity can be calculated by adopting the following expression.

\[ DP_A = 1 - G_A \]
\[ DP_F = 1 - G_F \]

where \( DP_A \) and \( DP_F \) refer to the degree of attribute and functional polycentricity of the region’s knowledge system, while \( G_A \) and \( G_F \) represent the Gini coefficients of the distribution of cities’ total publications and external connectivity respectively. Note that the higher the values of \( DP_A \) and \( DP_F \), the more polycentric the region’s knowledge system.
THE EVOLUTION OF THE YRDR’S KNOWLEDGE POLYCENTRICITY

Attribute polycentricity of knowledge production of the YRDR

In line with BURGER and MEIJERS (2012), the degree of attribute polycentricity is calculated based on the top four cities with the highest number of publications, while the degree of functional polycentricity is measured based on the top four cities with the highest external connectivity. The top four cities are Shanghai, Nanjing, Hangzhou and Suzhou. As Table 1 shows, they account for a significant proportion of the region’s total publications and knowledge links at the national and global scales, although their share of regional knowledge links is relatively low. Figure 3 shows the results of the degree of attribute polycentricity and functional polycentricity at different geographical scales during the 2000-2014 period. The R-squared values of Lorenz curves upon which the results are based are all over 0.99, indicating perfect goodness-of-fit of regression lines.
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The degree of attribute polycentricity increased from 0.549 in 2000 to 0.651 in 2014, indicating that the structure of the YRDR’s knowledge production has become more polycentric. The ever-increasing degree of attribute polycentricity also suggests that the disparity in the number of total publications of the top four cities has been narrowing gradually. In fact, the number of publications in 2000 by authors in
Shanghai (the first city) was over two times that of those in Nanjing (the second) and twenty-eight times that of those in Suzhou (the forth). However, the situation changed markedly in 2014. Although Shanghai’s dominant role still remains unshakeable, it became less prominent as its number of publications was less than 1.5 times that of Nanjing and around seven times that of Suzhou.

Recalling that attribute polycentricity functions as an indicator for the position of a city in the knowledge production system of the YRDR, we can see that the role played by three other cities (i.e., Nanjing, Hangzhou and Suzhou) has strengthened in relative terms and may be part of the story of China’s recent emergence as a leading nation in science (ZHOU and LEYDESDORFF, 2006). Guided by a series of policies such as ‘Medium- and Long-Term Plan for Development of Science and Technology’ (MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, 2006), research resources have been focused on less developed cities and regions as there is still significant inter-regional disparity of research systems in China (OECD, 2007; NIU et al., 2011). As a result, universities and research institutes at these three cities which traditionally have had fewer research resources than their counterparts in Shanghai are likely to have benefited from the greater funding opportunities provided by central government and local authorities.

*Functional polycentricity of knowledge collaboration within and beyond the YRDR*

As Figure 3 shows, the change in the degree of functional polycentricity of the YRDR’s knowledge system at different geographical scales has differed a lot during
the 2000-2014 period. At the megalopolitan scale, there has been a stable increase in the degree of functional polycentricity from 0.717 to 0.796, implying that the structure of intercity knowledge collaboration within the YRDR has been more functionally polycentric. The result is in line with studies on the functionally polycentric structures of other subsystems of megalopolises. For instance, De GOEL et al. (2010) provide some evidence for urban network development in the Greater South East region of United Kingdom based on commuting patterns. ZHAO et al. (2015) find an increasing degree of functional polycentricity of the YRDR based on intercity firm linkages. However, caution should be exercised when drawing the conclusion that the YRDR has generally been more functionally polycentric given the multiplexity of functional polycentricity (BURGER et al., 2014). Urban networks are diverse and complex (van MEETEREN et al., 2016b), so generalization of their structures could require a substantial discussion of mechanisms which is beyond the scope of this paper.

At the national scale, the degree of functional polycentricity has risen markedly from 0.554 to 0.683 although with a slight decline between 2003 and 2008. The result implies that the structure of knowledge collaboration between cities within the YRDR and cities at the national scale has been on its way towards becoming more functionally polycentric and that the disparity in national knowledge links of cities within the YRDR has been narrowing gradually. For instance, the national knowledge links of Shanghai were sixteen times those of Suzhou in 2000 but this ration had declined to just five times by 2014. This finding conforms to the study of HONG
(2008) which finds a decentralizing process of knowledge collaboration center among Chinese provinces.

At the global scale, we can obviously see the significant fluctuations that have been associated with the degree of functional polycentricity, although it has grown slightly from 0.535 to 0.562. The result indicates that the structure of knowledge collaboration between cities within the YRDR and cities at the global scale can hardly be considered functionally polycentric at present although it has been evolving slowly towards to becoming so. In fact, the global knowledge links of the YRDR has been mainly dominated by Shanghai. In 2014, for instance, Shanghai accounted for 51.1% of the total global knowledge links of the top four cities.

**Comparing attribute and functional polycentricity**

A comparison between attribute and functional polycentricity as well as a comparison between functional polycentricity at different geographical scales helps us get a better understanding of the polycentric structure of knowledge production and knowledge collaboration within and beyond the YRDR.

First, the structure of intercity knowledge collaboration within the YRDR is more polycentric than that of knowledge production of the YRDR. Recent years have even seen a larger degree of functional polycentricity at the national scale than that of attribute polycentricity. Although the finding conforms to BURGER and MEIJERS (2012), it differs somewhat from HALL and PAIN (2006) and LIU et al. (2016). The different approaches to measuring the degree of polycentricity and the focus on
different subsystems of megalopolises could be the two reasons explaining the
difference. However, the result itself is of significance as it partly reflects the
ever-increasing intercity knowledge collaboration in China. In other words, it has
been increasingly common for universities and research institutes to collaborate with
their counterparts in other cities rather than relying solely upon their own resources.

Second, the degree of functional polycentricity decreases as the geographical scale
increases. In other words, the structure of intercity knowledge collaboration within the
YRDR is most polycentric, followed by that of knowledge collaboration of cities in
the YRDR and cities at the national scale and that of knowledge collaboration of cities
in the YRDR and cities at the global scale. This is consistent with other studies such
as HALL and PAIN (2006), TAYLOR et al. (2008) and HANSSENS et al. (2014). The
finding implies that the regional and national knowledge linkages of cities in the
YRDR are more evenly distributed than their global knowledge linkages which, as
can be supposed, are dominated by Shanghai.

The incubator and hinge roles played by the YRDR in knowledge production and
collaboration

Given the complexity and diversity of megalopolises, it could be difficult to examine
the incubator and hinge roles of the YRDR through a comprehensive analysis of its
different subsystems. Nonetheless, the multi-scalar and dynamic analysis of the
polycentric structure of knowledge production and knowledge collaboration within
and beyond the YRDR has already provided some evidence relating to the two
important roles of the region.

In terms of the ‘incubator’ role, it can be argued that the YRDR has been acting as an incubator of knowledge at the megalopolitan scale. Moreover, the polycentric structure of the region’s knowledge production indicates that the ‘incubator’ role is fulfilled not only by its primate city—Shanghai, but also by other major cities like Nanjing, Hangzhou and Suzhou. In fact, Shanghai only accounted for 37.2% of the region’s total publications in 2014, dropping from 52.5% in 2000. Apart from the aforementioned policies encouraging a more balanced distribution of research resources, rises in the number of universities and research institutes hosted as well as in their economic strength are other two factors that may also account for the emergence of these three ‘incubator’ centers. For instance, the number of higher education institutes in Nanjing has grown from 38 in 2004 to 59 in 2014 which is now quite close to that of Shanghai. As most of the public research institutes are funded by local governments in China (SCHERNGELL and HU, 2011), cities with stronger economic performance are more likely to become ‘incubator’ centers. This helps to explain why Hangzhou and Suzhou (which, compared with the situation of Nanjing, have less number of higher education institutes but larger GDP) have also become ‘incubator’ centers.

The ‘hinge’ role played by the YRDR in knowledge collaboration is mainly performed by Shanghai at the national scale. As Figure 2 shows, Shanghai’s national knowledge links are the strongest, followed by its international and regional links. This is, to some extent, in line with the analysis of TANG and ZHAO (2010) which
finds that Shanghai’s international inter-firm linkages are significantly larger than its regional linkages. In fact, Shanghai has been replaced by Nanjing as the city with the strongest regional knowledge links since 2012. This supports an argument that ‘some centers fulfil a global or national function, while other centers fulfil a more regional or local function’ (BURGER and MEIJERS, 2012: 1132). In the study of LI and PHELPS (2016), they explain the emergence of Nanjing as a regional hub of knowledge collaboration by referring to the spatial political bias and same-province effect in China’s intercity knowledge collaboration (ANDERSSON et al., 2014). Here regional protectionism may be another explanation. Although the central government has promoted inter-provincial scientific collaboration, it has been claimed that regional authorities at the provincial level - which aim to maximize intra-provincial benefits - prefer to encourage and fund knowledge collaboration between cities from the same province (CHEN and ZHANG, 2003; SCHERNGELL and HU, 2011).

In terms of the YRDR’s ‘hinge’ role in knowledge collaboration at the global scale, it should be noted that Shanghai has strengthened its knowledge links with international cities during the 2000-2014 period as reflected by the increase in the number of the top fifteen global knowledge links that are involved with Shanghai. However, instability in the degree of functional polycentricity at the global scale, the weakening regional knowledge links and the relatively low international knowledge links of Shanghai all suggest that the YRDR may still have a way to go before fulfilling the sort if ‘hinge’ role in knowledge collaboration that Gottmann saw as part of the functional properties of megalopolitan areas at the global scale.
CONCLUSION

This study builds upon the recent resurgent interest in the concept of polycentricity which has been understood from different perspectives. One perspective that has gained popularity in recent years is the measurement of polycentricity by distinguishing between morphological and functional polycentricity (BUEGER and MEIJERS, 2012). However, many of the contributions to the measurement of polycentricity have adopted a static approach, focused merely on economic and commuting linkages of megalopolises and been conducted solely at the megalopolitan scale. This study, therefore, aims to shed light on the polycentric development of the structure of knowledge production and knowledge collaboration within and beyond one of China’s megalopolises—the Yangtze River Delta Region (YRDR).

In doing so, the often overlooked functions of megalopolises as ‘hinges’ and ‘incubators’ which were stressed by GOTTMANN (1976) forty years ago are re-highlighted in this study. Meanwhile, in contrast to intercity economic and transportation linkages that have been mainly adopted in studies on polycentricity and urban networks of China’s megalopolises (e.g., LIU et al., 2016; ZHAO et al., 2015; LUO et al., 2011), intercity knowledge collaboration upon which this study focuses enables us to observe the polycentric development of the YRDR’s knowledge system and its relationship with other knowledge systems at the national and global scales.

The empirical results confirm that the knowledge perspective helps to understand the process of polycentric development of megalopolises. During the 2000-2014 period, the structure of the region’s knowledge production and knowledge
collaboration within and beyond the region has generally become more polycentric although to different degrees. Specifically, whereas the structure of global knowledge links of cities in the YRDR is least polycentric, the structure of regional knowledge links of cities in the YRDR is most polycentric which is followed by the structure of the region’s knowledge production and the structure of their national knowledge links.

The empirical results, together with a comparison of the strength of intercity knowledge collaboration at different geographical scales, also suggest that the ‘incubator’ and ‘hinge’ roles are played by the YRDR at different geographical scales. While the YRDR has been an incubator of knowledge at the megalopolitan scale, the YRDR’s hinge role in knowledge collaboration has been mainly played at the national scale and it may take some time for the region to act as a knowledge hinge at the global scale.

The framework of this study clearly has limitations. Nevertheless, it is our hope that this will open a new research agenda that encourages elements of theoretical and empirical integration of relatively weakly connected bodies of literature. These include notably, the world city networks literature and the polycentric urban regions literature discussed here. However, our emphasis upon process and upon knowledge linkages also opens questions relating to evolutionary economic geography and the geography of global cluster networks (BATHELT and LI, 2013). For instance, it opens questions of how the polycentric structure of knowledge production and knowledge collaboration within and beyond megalopolises co-evolves with the structures of other subsystems of megalopolises and of the particular mechanisms behind the evolution
of knowledge polycentricity? Taken together, these bodies of literature may provide distinct and partially complementary perspectives on the ‘hub’ and ‘incubator’ functions of megalopolises in a globalizing knowledge economy.

In terms of data, methods and cases, future research might explore the use of data on co-patents to reveal the patterns of knowledge collaboration within and beyond megapolises and the results could serve as a comparison with those based on co-publications. Besides, a comparative study on the development of knowledge polycentricity of China’s other megalopolises is necessary to see whether the findings based on the YRDR could be generalized or whether they differ from each other.
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NOTES

1. While relying upon secondary data, we admit the limitations of measuring knowledge by codified forms. For instance, tacit knowledge which is mainly related to face-to-face contacts cannot be recorded by publications or patents. Besides, not all research leads to publications or patents. However, it has also been acknowledged that publications and patent are of great value for macro-scale studies on the geography of knowledge, as they often contain detailed information
on researchers’ addresses and data on publications and patents are continuous and easy to access (see also Hoekman et al. (2009)).

2. This period is selected because the WoS database only reported a very small number of co-publications before 2000.

3. The world city list of Taylor et al. (2014) which covers over 500 cities is not used. On the one hand, it is extremely time-consuming to search co-publications between the YRDR cities and these world cities. On the other hand, the number of co-publications is very limited even between the YRDR cities and most of the 133 world cities selected in this study. As a result, it is believed that the 133 world cities included in the analysis can cover most of the world cities that have meaningful knowledge collaboration with the YRDR cities.

4. We did not use the top three and the top five cities for the following reasons. First, measurement of Gini coefficient could be more precise based on four cities than that based on three cities. Second, the composition of the top five cities keeps changing. However, it could be better to observe the evolution of cities’ relative importance within a stable structure of urban hierarchy.

5. There are some studies that have already noticed the relationship between world city networks and national urban systems (see TAYLOR and DERUDDER, 2016 and MA and TIMBERLAKE, 2013).
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Table 1 The top four cities’ publications and knowledge links at different geographical scales and their respective shares of the total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total publications</th>
<th>Regional connectivity</th>
<th>National connectivity</th>
<th>Global connectivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top 4</td>
<td>Share</td>
<td>Top 4</td>
<td>Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>8461</td>
<td>95.3%</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>80.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>9832</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>79.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>11342</td>
<td>92.7%</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>14304</td>
<td>92.9%</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>72.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>19059</td>
<td>91.4%</td>
<td>1740</td>
<td>73.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>24115</td>
<td>90.5%</td>
<td>2157</td>
<td>70.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>29142</td>
<td>89.1%</td>
<td>2779</td>
<td>71.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>33757</td>
<td>88.2%</td>
<td>3035</td>
<td>68.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>39966</td>
<td>87.8%</td>
<td>3786</td>
<td>69.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>47073</td>
<td>85.8%</td>
<td>4799</td>
<td>67.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>45997</td>
<td>85.0%</td>
<td>5452</td>
<td>66.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>55126</td>
<td>82.6%</td>
<td>7002</td>
<td>65.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>63818</td>
<td>82.8%</td>
<td>8831</td>
<td>64.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>74771</td>
<td>82.9%</td>
<td>11490</td>
<td>64.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>82692</td>
<td>82.0%</td>
<td>13220</td>
<td>62.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: The Yangtze River Delta Region

Legend:
- ♦: prefecture level city
- ★: provincial capital
- ●: provincial level city
Figure 2: The top fifteen intercity knowledge links at different geographical scales in 2000 and 2014.
Figure 3 The degree of attribute and functional polycentricity at different geographical scales of the YRDR’s knowledge system, 2000-2014